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	The study of two-dimensional analytic geometry has gone in and out of fashion several times over the past century, however this classic field of mathematics has once again become popular due to the growing power of personal computers and the availability of powerful mathematical software systems, such as Mathematica, that can provide an

	interactive environment for studying the field. By combining the power of Mathematica with an analytic geometry software system called Descarta2D, the author has succeeded in meshing an ancient field of study with modern computational tools, the result being a simple, yet powerful, approach to studying analytic geometry. Students, engineers and mathematicians alike who are interested in analytic geometry can use this book and software for the study, research or just plain enjoyment of analytic geometry.

	

	Mathematica provides an attractive environment for studying analytic geometry. Mathematica supports both numeric and symbolic computations meaning that geometry problems can be solved for special cases using numbers, as well as general cases producing formulas. Mathematica also has good facilities for producing graphical plots which are useful for visualizing the graphs of two-dimensional geometry.

	

	

	* A classic study in analytic geometry, complete with in-line Mathematica dialogs illustrating every concept as it is introduced

	* Excellent theoretical presentation

	*Fully explained examples of all key concepts

	* Interactive Mathematica notebooks for the entire book

	* Provides a complete computer-based environment for study of analytic geometry

	* All chapters and reference material are provided on CD-ROM in addition to being printed in the book

	* Complete software system: Descarta2D

	* A software system, including source code, for the underlying computer implementation, called Descarta2D is provided

	* Part VII of the book is a listing of the (30) Mathematica files supporting Descarta2D; the source code is also supplied on CD-ROM

	* Explorations

	* More than 120 challenging problems in analytic geometry are posed;Complete solutions are provided both as interactive Mathematica notebooks on CD-ROM and as printed material in the book

	* Mathematica and Descarta2D Hints expand the reader's knowledge and understanding of Descarta2D and Mathematica

	* Sortware developed with Mathematica 3.0 and is compatible with Mathematica 4.0

	* Detailed reference manual

	* Complete documentation for Descarta2D

	* Fully integrated into the Mathematica Help Browser
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WxPython in ActionManning Publications, 2006
Because they are often large and complex, GUI programming tool kits can be hard to use. wxPython is a combination of the Python programming language and the wxWidgets toolkit, which allows programmers to create programs with a robust, highly functional graphical user interface, simply and easily. wxPython combines the power of an exceptionally...
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Using ArcGIS Spatial AnalystESRI Press, 2001
This book is designed ti help you performs spatial analysis by diving you conceptual information and teaching you how to perform tasks to solve yuor spatial problems.

	assume you are familiar with the fundamentals of GIS and have a basic knowledge of ArcGIS. If  you are new to GIS or ArcMap, you are encouraged to take some...
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Relativistic Collisions of Structured Atomic Particles (Springer Series on Atomic, Optical, and Plasma Physics)Springer, 2008
The book reviews the progress achieved over the last decade in the study of collisions between an ion and an atom in which both the atomic particles carry electrons and can undergo transitions between their internal states - including continua. It presents the detailed considerations of different theoretical approaches that can be used to describe...
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Art of Computer Programming/Sorting and Searching (Computer Science and Information Processing)Addison Wesley, 1973
 

For  the first time in more than 20 years, Knuth has revised all three books  to reflect more recent developments in the field. His revisions focus  specifically on those areas where knowledge has converged since  publication of the last editions, on problems that have been solved, on  problems that have changed. In...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft(R) Office 2007 All in OneSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Corporation's Office products have an installed base of more than 25 million licensed users. More than 90% of the Fortune 500 companies use Microsoft Office. Microsoft completely redesigned the Office interface when it produced Office 2007. Microsoft's goal was to make the Office 2007 interface easier than ever to use, as well as more...
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Answering Tough Interview Questions For Dummies - UKFor Dummies, 2014

	A guide to stunning your interviewer with perfect answers to stumping questions


	In today's competitive job market, a stellar interview lends you an edge over the competition, which can make or break your chances at a new career. Answering Tough Interview Questions For Dummies, 2nd Edition teaches you how to...
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